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Abstract 

Recent technology advancement in smartphones makes it the most important device in 

daily life communication. Instant messenger (IM) applications (apps) such as WhatsApp, 

WeChat, Viber and QQ messenger are gaining users demand for communication. We take 

data collected from WeChat and QQ which are most popular IM application as an 

example to investigate their traffic pattern. Based on our experimental findings, group 

chat messages take a larger portion in our data collected messages. We find users 

experiencing shorter battery life after group chat messages are in background traffic. In 

this paper, we look into improving group chat energy consumption. Our proposed energy 

efficient group chat messages support network preferences such as 3G or WiFi network. 

In addition, group chat traffic pattern is dependent on user status awareness, knowledge; 

we postponed messages over time while user is inactive and deliver postponed messages 

when user is active in group chats. We evaluate that our energy efficient group chat 

messaging achieves energy saving between 13.7% to 32% for 3G and 21% to 27% for 

WiFi, users.  
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1. Introduction 

A smartphone is a powerful computer that fits in a pocket. The latest smartphone 

capabilities have increased tremendously. Smartphones allow you to do almost everything 

desktop, laptop, and computers can do and make calls as well. The latest development in 

smartphones is changing people’s life. Now people can do tasks using smartphone which 

cannot possibly be done using a desktop, laptop or a computer such as smartphone GPS 

sensor that can determine locations and plot directions. The increased smartphones sales 

in 2011 surpassed the desktop computers sales number which shows usage of 

smartphones as the more prevalent platform [1]. As the usage of smartphone increases, it 

also boosts up apps available on app store market. Google play digital store has more than 

700,000 numbers of apps available for download. Windows Phone app store is catching 

up with more than 150,000 apps available to users [2]. Unfortunate as the usage of 

smartphone increases, so do problems about battery life. Smartphone is still powered by 

limited battery capacity. A normal user of smartphone must charge it many times in a day. 

So in order to extend battery lifetime users manually need to turn off hardware 
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components such as GPS, 3G, WiFi, NFC and Bluetooth when they are not in use. This 

leads to user frustration when having to enable different components on or off in 

smartphone. 

Network interfaces (such as WiFi, 3G and LTE) consumes the most energy in 

smartphones. Previous studies [3-5], found that the background services such as email 

when synchronizing continuously uses the network interface to exchange data with the 

corresponding server; even when there is no input of smartphone user. There is a recent 

increased usage of apps in smartphone especially daily life activities such as 

entertainment, games and instant messaging (IM) etc., IM, WeChat, WhatsApp and QQ 

apps already have 438, 400, 800 million online users [6, 7]. Instant messenger apps 

constantly use smartphone network interface for real-time text transmission over the 

Internet.  Obviously, disruptive network traffic data transmission through network 

interface needs to be optimized to save battery power. IM apps aperiodic network traffic 

pattern data transmission can drain smartphone battery relatively quickly due to latency in 

3G and other network interface overheads.  

A technique is proposed by researchers to delay tolerant applications such as email and 

RSS (Rich Site Summary) feeds where data transmission can be delayed and batched to 

reduce tail time [8]. However, such an approach is not suitable for more interactive 

applications such as instant messenger; otherwise users may suffer from delayed 

messages. In terms of cost, instant messenger is free but in terms of energy cost, it can 

drain smartphone battery very quickly as instant messenger apps are delivering real-time 

content like text, images, voice chat and video chat from single chat (one to one) or to a 

group chat (one to many) in most aperiodic time intervals. Instant messenger (IM) 

applications (apps) provide functionalities in single chat (one to one) such as online 

presence or user status awareness (active or inactive user in chat) with typing notification. 

IM user status awareness (active or inactive user in chat) could affect traffic pattern mode 

(e.g., the screen is on / off, the smartphone user active in instant messenger chat or 

inactive switch to focus on another application). But in group chat (one to many) lacking 

these functionalities and unaware without user status awareness traffic pattern has 

potential impact on energy consumption.  

When a 3G / WiFi is off state changes to turn on state, smartphone 3G / WiFi generate 

network traffic. In this point, instant messenger (IM) app traffic can be classified into 4 

distinct modes. When smartphone user active in instant messenger chats, it is called 

foreground traffic. Foreground traffic has two modes, which are sending and receiving. 

Foreground traffic sending (FTS); When IM user app is running in the foreground, this 

time period is considered when user type messages to be sent to other IM users. 

Foreground traffic receiving (FTR); When IM user app is running in the foreground, in 

this time period IM user receives a message sent by other IM users. When smartphone 

user is inactive in instant messenger and switch to focusing other application, it is called 

background traffic. This is further divided into two modes; background traffic with a 

screen on and background traffic with the screen off. Background traffic with a 

smartphone screen on (BTSON); When IM app is running in the background; In this time 

period screen is on, but receive other messages in the background. Background traffic 

with smartphone screen off (BTSOFF); IM app is running in background, similar to 

BTSON mode, but here continues smartphone screen is off and it continues to receive 

messages in background. 

In this paper, we focus solely on improving the energy efficiency of instant messenger 

group chat traffic pattern. Due to wastage of battery power currently practiced by IM app 

group chat. IM app group chat mainly, QQ and WeChat most users receive many 

messages in background traffic. Improvement in term of group chat user status awareness 

(user active or inactive in chat) traffic pattern can play a role in lowering energy 

consumption in a smartphone. 

In summary, in this paper we make the following contributions: 
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– We present a most popular IM data collected from WeChat and QQ chat 

conversations and data collection study of instant messenger. It reveals many IM 

users receive messages in background traffic from a group chat, which leads to high 

energy consumption in a smartphone. Our data set differs from previous work [6] in 

two aspects. Firstly, our experimental evidence target group chat traffic pattern in 

instant messenger app. Secondly, our data collected is based on the most popular 

WeChat and QQ instant messenger. 

– Proposed energy efficient group chat messages support network preference 

such as 3G or WiFi network and traffic pattern is dependent on user status 

awareness can save energy between 13.7% to 32% for 3G and 21% to 27% for WiFi, 

users. 

The focus of research work is about group chat (one to many) traffic pattern. Therefore, 

we do not consider single chat (one-to-one) text conversations or multimedia messages, 

which can be an extension for future research work. To our knowledge, we are the first 

contribution towards achieving energy efficient group chat in instant messenger apps. 

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents work that has been done 

in the area of energy efficient in a smartphone. In section 3, we present investigation of 36 

IM users data collection. In section 4, energy efficient group chat. In section 5, evaluation 

to proposed energy efficient group chat, measurement tool, and test environment to get 

results about proposed traffic pattern energy saving cost. Section 6 concludes the paper 

and future work. 

 

2. Related Works 

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in studying energy efficient solution 

for smartphone battery energy consumption. We discuss the related work in several 

categories. 

– Context-aware approach to reducing power consumption 

A smartphone has many built-in sensors such as accelerometer and barometer etc., 

Archan Misra and Lipyeow Lim have used algorithms to pull data streamed from the 

sensors rather than push data. It optimizes 70 % reduce energy overhead of continuous 

query processing such as from sensor phone [9]. Another study, about human-computer 

interaction used sensors to get user activity recognition [10]. A prior study [11] addresses 

the problem to minimize smartphone battery energy consumption by using smartphone 

sensors to recognize user activity such as user fitness health, context awareness and share 

user events or moments on a social network. Previous studies [12, 13] improves energy 

consumption of Global Positioning System (GPS) application on smartphone. 

– Power measuring Tool 

Introduces [14] PowerTutor which is a power monitoring application into smartphone 

hardware components. Another tool, Appscope is used to trace power at kernel level [15]. 

Previous studies [16-18] used power model approach to measure energy consumption on 

smartphones. The most famous mobile Nokia company also contributed a power tool 

called Nokia Energy Profiler. Intel Power Gadget [19] is a software-based power usage 

monitoring tool enabled for 2nd Generation Intel Core processors or later. It is supported 

on Windows and Mac OS X. The Monsoon power tool hardware and software provide a 

robust power measurement solution for mobile devices [20]. Application Resource 

Optimizer (ARO) [21], a free diagnostic tool analyzing cross-layer information to detect 

radio resource and energy inefficiencies in Radio Resource Control (RRC) state machine. 
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– Pre-fetching traffic and delay-tolerance techniques 

Designed method [14] pauses data transmission in smartphone operating system level 

and gather enough burst network traffic. A proposal [22] proactive traffic based on predict 

human behavior to offloading traffic through WiFi network. It is acceptable to prefect 

traffic to reduce network active mode time and keep network interface in an idle status 

longer. 

– Multiple interfaces to reduce energy consumption 

Several studies have been carried out to investigate multiple network interfaces in 

smartphones. Prior studies [23-27] use multi network interface such as Bluetooth, WiFi 

and 3G/LTE to increase the through output and illustrate how to reduce energy 

consumption. Designed [28] system called Wiffler which switches to 3G if WiFi access 

point reception is poor quality in moving a vehicle. It transfers more data on WiFi but 

switches to 3G if there is sensitive data transfer in case of delay or loss. To understand 

this existing study, they performed an experiment to cost user equipment power usage 

[29, 30]. They found 3G and WiFi are more energy efficient than LTE for a small amount 

of data transfer. The result, for transferring one packet power usage for LTE, 3G and 

WiFi is 12.76J, 7.38J and 0.04J respectively. This shows LTE is not energy efficient 

solution for small amount of data transfer. As a result, WiFi is more energy efficient 

solution for small amount of transfer and 3G fall behind it. LTE is energy efficient for 

bulk data transfer. The recent 3G users increased by 38.251 million and reached 166.675 

million [31]. To reduce an amount of data transfers, can optimize energy in joules used to 

transfer these packets. We delay unnecessary data transfer in 3G connecting environment 

and later download it on WiFi. It helps optimize power usage of a smartphone app to 

processing network usage. A retrieving data in cellular mobile network consumes more 

power if not cached. 

– The present study in instant messenger 

Regular SMS (Short Message Service) by carriers also has been suppressed due to IM 

(instant messenger) app which provides more functionalities such as real-time text and 

multimedia exchange and other user status awareness. Prior studies [32-33] investigates 

instant messenger data collected to extract evidence crime scene from chat messages. For 

the past few years, a few research focus on energy prospect in instant messenger. A 

previous study reveals 5 famous instant messenger bandwidth utilization inefficiencies in 

conversion and background receiving messages [34]. A previous study [35] investigated 

data collected from IM 51 users single chat (one to one) text messages. IM end user typed 

multiple messages and bundled together to user end typing to reduce the energy cost of 

transmission packets. This is the only research that has been previously done to 

investigate energy consumption in the context of instant messenger single chat (one to 

one) chatting.  

The study research on IM group chat (one to many) features for energy cost has been 

neglected. IM group chat messages traffic pattern inefficiencies cannot be neglected. A 

group chat is mostly denser and small peaks packet transmission over smartphone 

network interfaces can drain the battery more quickly. 

 

3. Data Collection 

Tencent is the most popular services technologies used for online gaming, e-commerce, 

according and social networks. We selected to investigate WeChat and QQ which are IM 

(instant messenger) apps used for text messages or multimedia messages. The focus of 

this work is on text messages, therefore, we do not consider multimedia messages. We are 

interested to analyzing traffic generated by instant messenger without user interaction, 

which translate into smartphone network interface energy consumption. This can reveal 
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IM traffic pattern inefficiencies in term of energy consumption in a smartphone. IM data 

collected consists of real 36 users single chat (one to one) and group chat (one to many) 

text messages conversations that were collected between January 14, 2015 to December 

14, 2015. The collected IM text messages conversion was encrypted by 256-bit Advanced 

Encrypted Standard key. A parser was used for parsing messages from individual user 

smartphone. IM data collected logs period contained 16 QQ and 20 WeChat instant 

messenger accounts and individual user device conversions.  QQ is the most popular 

instant messenger used in China. The latest QQ international version has a million 

downloads and has gained international users attraction due to its great feature of 

language translation. Regarding ages of QQ IM user data collected: users were between 

18 to 24 years, 6 users were between 25 to 30 and 2 users were between 31 to 40. 

Regarding QQ IM users country, 14 users were from China and 2 users from Pakistan. 

WeChat IM app was launched by Tencent in 2011, but it has potential gain in user 

growth. According to 2015 statics, it has 600 million monthly active users [34]. 

Regarding ages of WeChat IM users data collected: 12 users were between 18 to 24 years, 

4 users were between 25 to 30 and 4 users were between 31 to 40. Regarding WeChat IM 

users country, 10 users were from China, 4 users from Pakistan and 2 from Russians, 2 

from England and 2 from Kenya. The purpose to investigate 36 IM data collected sent / 

received messages was to reveal traffic pattern instant messenger inefficiencies in term of 

energy consumption. IM collected diverse users chat data collected contains messages 

sent / received direction, type of messages (single or group chat ), a number of group 

chats subscribed,  message distribution  per day per group chat, group chat 3G cellular 

and WiFi network data usage, Group chat traffic pattern characteristic and inefficiencies 

in group chat. We are focusing on group chat traffic pattern inefficiencies in term of 

energy consumption. 

 

3.1. Classification of Messages 

 

3.1.1. QQ Instant Messenger: In Figure 1, shows 16 QQ IM data collected per user 

single and group chat sent / received messages. The most users single chat received 

messages portion is larger than single chat sent messages. Except user 7 which have 

single chat received 39% and single chat sent 61% messages. All users have single 

chat received 59% compare to single chat 41% sent messages. Regarding the single 

chat received standard deviation is 4.9% and single chat sent standard deviation is 

3.35%. According to a number of users, messages chat standard deviation user 4 has 

lowest single chat received messages and highest single chat received messages are 

user 8,9,13,14,15 and 16. User 12 has the lowest single sent messages and user 

1,2,3,5,6,7,9,11 have the highest single chat sent messages. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Classification of QQ Instant Messenger Chat Messages 
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Figure 2. Classification of WeChat Instant Messenger Chat Messages 

Looking into group chat traffic messages, all of the users have a much larger 

proportion of group chat received messages compared to group chat sent messages. For 

example, user 8 total traffic has 1% group chat sent messages and 99% group chat 

received messages. Except for user 4, which has group chat received at 41% and group 

chat sent at 59%. All users group chat received has 92% compare to group chat sent 8% 

sent messages. Regarding the group chat received standard deviation is 3.39%. According 

to standard deviation, group chat received messages; user 4 has the lowest received 

messages and users 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 has the highest group chat received messages. In 

comparison among group chat sent messages, user 16 has lowest and user 4 has the 

highest group chat sent messages. 

 

3.1.2. WeChat Instant Messenger: In Figure 2, shows WeChat IM data collected per 

user messages classification. WeChat IM has total 20 users single chat received 51% and 

49% single chat sent messages. Further group chat traffic messages all of the users has a 

much larger proportion of group chat received messages compared to group chat sent 

messages. For example, users from 1 to 20 total traffic has 94% group chat received 

messages and 6% group chat sent messages. The standard deviation for all users group 

chat received messages are 2% and 1.7%. The users 5, 8, 9 has lowest group chat received 

messages and user 13 has highest group chat received messages. The user 8 has lowest 

group chat sent messages and 3, 11, 14 has highest group chat sent messages. 

 

3.2. IM Group Chat Characteristics 

The use of IM apps has been widely adopted as a group conversation. The increased 

use of IM group chat has been a source to understand messages traffic pattern impact on 

battery energy consumption. We exclude further sent messages analysis in group chat. In 

previous section 3.1 we find group chat has few sent messages compare to many receive 

messages has a high potential impact on battery energy consumption. The instant 

messenger apps such as WeChat and QQ messenger have a single chat (one to one) 

chatting and (one to many) users chatting called group chat. Further, to initiate own user 

group chat (one to many) conversations. IM users can create group chat simply by 

selecting multiple users from their IM contact list and dragging them into a group chat. 

After formal acceptance to participate in group chat. Moreover, any of the users in group 

chat conversion can also invite their user contacts list into the same group chat conversion. 

Although group chat initiator user has right to delete any one or quit group chat any time; 

by default, chat messages are turned on to all users in group chat conversion without 

knowing user status awareness in chat. 
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Figure 3. Message Distribution Per Day Per Group Chat 

3.2.1. Message Distributions Per Group Chat: In this, we describe receive messages per 

group chat. In Figure 3 shows a number of messages receive per day per group chat. 

There is a great diversity in received messages across group chats. From very active group 

chat, there are more than 400 messages per day and less active group chat have less than 

18 messages per day. In group chats 1, 2 and 3 average receive messages range between 

190 to 210. The group chats 4,5,6,7 and 8 has average receive messages varies from each 

other. The maximum average receive messages are 331 in group chat 7. The minimum 

average receive messages are 130 in group chat 8. IM users subscribed to group chats 

ranges between 1 to 8 groups. One group chat is common among these users. The 

maximum group chat users size is 500. The minimum group chat users size is 38. Group 

chat interest are learning English, learning Chinese, artwork, traveling events, classmates 

chat and jobs opportunity discussion. 

 

3.2.2. Network Data Usage: The group chat data transmission by network preferences 

such as 3G and WiFi network can influence energy consumption in a smartphone. A 3G 

cellular network due to tail effect consumes more energy than WiFi network. Figure 4 we 

find 36 IM users used up to 75 % percent WiFi received a byte, rather than only 25% on 

3G cellular received byte data. Moreover, IM data 3G cellular sent byte was 8 % and 

WiFi sent byte was 91%. This shows mostly IM app users used WiFi to connect with the 

internet. In addition, received traffic is much greater than sent traffic in group chat. 

Furthermore, currently IM user cannot choose network preference 3G cellular or WiFi 

network in IM app to send / receive chat messages. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. 3G Cellular and Wifi Network Data Usage 

3.2.3. Group Chat Traffic Pattern Inefficiencies: In this section, we describe if received 

messages are in background traffic as this traffic pattern leads to high energy consumption 

in a smartphone. The group chat user active in instant messenger receives messages 

causes foreground traffic receiving (FTR) and user inactive in instant messenger causes 

background traffic receiving screen on / off (BATSON) or (BTSOFF). Group chat 

background traffic receiving with a screen on or off (BTSON or BTSOFF) due to IM user 

inactive in application causes battery energy consumption wastage. IM user is chatting in 
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group chat. A user might experience after reading messages or sent messages that user is 

not participating in chatting, but user is continuously receiving in background messages 

from other IM users chat conversion in group chat. We found in group chat traffic pattern, 

IM user have received many messages without knowing user status awareness. IM data 

collected in every chat message distinguish between by its timestamp, we found 

subsequent group chat messages last seen by IM users left a timestamp in chat. Figure 5, 

shows the group chat receive messages active user represent foreground traffic receiving 

(FTR) and inactive user receive messages represent as background traffic with a screen on 

or off (BTSON or BTSOFF). Further IM active user foreground traffic receiving (FTR) 

per day 3.5% and inactive user background traffic screen on or off (BTSON or BTSOFF) 

per day is 96.5% of total message in 365 days. We can observe in Figure 5 foreground 

traffic receiving (FTR) messages is much less than user inactive background traffic screen 

on or off (BTSON or BTSOFF). Most user inactive during background traffic screen on 

or off (BTSON or BTSOFF) in group chat. But we cannot distinguish fair enough user 

inactive in instant messenger background traffic receiving messages when user 

smartphone screen is (BTSON) on or (BTSOFF) off. IM apps group chat in background 

traffic receiving screen on or off (BTSON or BTSOFF) depends on other group chat users 

sent messages. Therefore, received message background traffic screen on or off (BTSON 

or BTSOFF) IM user inactive in group chat leads to high energy consumption. We found 

activate turn off notification option in IM app about group chat messages from WeChat 

and QQ IM. IM app group chat just only do not notify users names on screen and mute 

messages receiving sound but it keeps busy data transmission via network interface 

receives messages causes background traffic screen on or off (BTSON or BTSOFF). The 

group chat receives messages traffic pattern of instant messenger is not determining 

mainly by user interaction. Most instant messenger users have low bandwidth 

communication. IM user that inactive time period has irregular data transmission which 

leads to higher energy consumption due to network overheads. But it is quite complex to 

make it energy efficient due to delay in real time traffic that can halt user experience. So it 

cannot be aggregating, batch or of similar kind of techniques. 

We observed that group chat messaging interval overall was denser. The energy 

perspective, one after the other group messages receive traffic wastes a lot of energy of 

network interface since there is no user interaction. Furthermore, in background receiving 

these messages lead to higher energy consumption. In IM background traffic receiving 

one after the other group messages elapsed time is greater than inactivity time; 

smartphone battery consumes another energy tail effect in 3G. We investigated that user 

generally does not frequently look into group chat messages. But it receives many 

messages in a denser manner. In an account of energy perspective, any user inactive in 

group chat receive messages could inefficiently drain battery power since small burst has 

high latency in 3G. In our data collected analysis, IM user mostly inactive from group 

chat the most received traffic run in background traffic with a screen on or off (BTSON or 

BTSOFF). It aggressively causes smartphone battery drain for IM user inactive in group 

chat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. User Active (Foreground Traffic) and User Inactive (Background 
Traffic) In Group Chat 
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4. Energy Efficient Group Chat 

User status awareness should be integrated with current group chat instant 

messenger applications. The QQ and WeChat applications data collected analyze 

shows significantly lacking to support data transmission by network prefer such as 

3G cellular or WiFi network. In addition, the traffic pattern is not dependent on user 

status awareness in group chat. Our proposed group chat messages support data 

transmission choose to prefer 3G cellular or WiFi only network. However, IM user 

can send messages any time but receive messages postponed when IM user inactive 

and receive messages deliver when user active in IM group chat. The potential 

benefit is optimized network data transmission and prevent group chat receive 

messages running in background traffic screen on or off (BTSON or BTSOFF), this 

leads to low energy consumption in a smartphone. IM app users group chat 

messaging choose 3G or WiFi network preference details in subsection 4.1. Traffic 

pattern based on IM user status awareness in group chat details in subsection 4.2. 

Workflow sending and receiving in group chat in subsection 4.3 

 

Figure 6, shows energy efficient group chat. Details description below: 

 

–  System message: Means to detect IM users network information (3G cellular or WiFi)  

and user active or user inactive in group chat. 

–  Personal message send: Means personal communication messages. User can send 

messages in group chat. 

– Personal message received: Means personal communication messages. User can 

receive messages in group chat. 

–  User active: A user active in IM group chat. A time period user is active in group chat. 

User is able to send and receive messages. 

–  User inactive: A user inactive in IM group chat. A time period user is inactive in group 

chat. User does not want to send or receive messages. 

– Group Chat server: Group Chat Server consist nth tier distributed server environment to 

manage user account authentication, profile, database etc., Group Chat server uses system 

message to ping user status and type of network information (3G cellular or WiFi).  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Energy Efficient Group Chat Traffic Pattern Conceptual Model 
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4.1. Network Preferences 

User chooses to prefer 3G cellular when traveling but prefer WiFi when at home or 

work. In QQ and WeChat IM app scenario, IM user cannot choose to 3G cellular or WiFi 

network. But in our proposed energy efficient group chat, IM user can set 3 options for 

network preference data transmission such as 3G cellular or WiFi network. In energy 

perspective, it reduces energy consumption when data transfer in WiFi. IM user may 

experience important messages postponed. IM user choose to prefer WiFi only and IM 

user using 3G cellular then consecutive messages queued at chat server. In our proposal, 

overcome a negative impact on IM user QoE (Quality of Experience). IM user can be 

notified at the time to start a group chat. IM user who chooses 3G cellular or WiFi to start 

group chat time expires in 24 hours. Chat server asks again after 24 hours by sending a 

notification to IM user to start group chat if any new messages queued for delivery in 

subscribed group chat. The network preferences 3G cellular or WiFi network options 1 to 

3 listed below. 

User preference1.Start group chatting over 3G cellular or WiFi network availability. 

(May consume more energy in 3G cellular. Please present in group chat. Otherwise, 

you will not receive messages). 

User preference 2. Start group chat only over WiFi network. (Please present in group chat. 

Otherwise, you will not receive messages). 

User preference 3. Retrieve chat messages history within 7 days. 

 

NOTE: User can ignore this message. A user does not want to participate in group chat. 

Network preferences description is in details. The user can ignore this notification to 

start group chat by chat server. A user does not want to participate in group chat. 

However, a user can choose among the 3 options. Each group chat is identified by its 

name or unique identity. IM user choose preference 1 and reply back to the chat server, it 

starts group chat in 3G cellular or WiFi network availability.  In this case user, group chat 

messages in 3G cellular may consume more energy. IM user choose preference 2, chat 

server postponed or store in database consecutive message delivery up to system 

messages predict user smartphone use WiFi. IM user choose preference 3, this prefer use 

to retrieve chat messages history from chat server within expire 7 days either in a 3G 

cellular or WiFi network. 

 

4.2. User State Awareness Traffic Pattern 

After IM app user choose network preference to start a group chat. Group chat traffic 

pattern now dependent on user status awareness in group chat, because it can prevent 

running group chat receive messages in background traffic screen on or off (BTSON or 

BTSOFF). IM user is inactive in group chat. It is fair enough to postpone consecutive 

messages until user active again in group chat. In energy perspective, it reduces energy 

consumption in a smartphone. 

Variable definition Assume that we have a group 1G . Let user status awareness 

denoted by ]0,1[ , where 1 shows user active and 0 shows user inactive in group 

chat. },...,{ 1 nmmM   is sequence of messages receive by smartphone. Where 

},..,{ 1 nttT   is total time spend to transmit M messages. },..,{ 1 nppP   denote the 

total energy consumption cost spend on successful transmission of M messages to 

smartphone.  The problem is to schedule M transmission to 1G  on a smartphone to 

minimize P  smartphone energy consumption. We solve the problem as follows. 

Introducing postponed messages for user inactive in group chat. Benefits are that it 
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saves lot of joules. When multiple users send messages to chat, user inactive from 

group chat messages postponed queued at chat server. When 0 , total group chat 

energy consumption should be equal to zero P  = 0 due to no 
nm   messages 

transfer when IM user inactive in group chat. When 1 , total energy 

consumption is denoted as },..,{ 1 nppP  . Given a traffic pattern 

sequence },..,{ 1 tntt ppP  , where 
tP  is a traffic pattern set with n patterns, and user 

status   between one and zero ]0,1[ . M group chat user have status ]0,1[  is 

directly proportional sequence of messages },...,{ 1 nmmM   data transmission in 

each traffic pattern occurrences },..,{ 1 tntt ppP   from chat server to smartphone. A 

user is active in group chat, when chat server receives messages for delivery. Group 

chat messages queue for delivery at chat server up to user inactive turn in to active 

in group chat. In order to analyze the relationship between postponed M message in 

the traffic pattern and energy cost of group chat P , we use the following 

correlation formula equation 1. Correlation coefficient r satisfies -1 if r value closer 

to -1 represents a negative correlation between M  and P . 

)()(

),(
),(

PVarMVar

PMCov
PM




                           (1) 

The sample correlation coefficient r between two samples M and P  is defined as 

equation 2. 

    PPMMPM SSSr  /                                                   (2) 

Table 1. Test Conversion Messages 

Serial no time messages messages contents 

1 t1 m1 Hi 

2 t2 m2 Let go to watch a movie. 

3 t3 m3 Happy new year everyone. 

4 t4 m4 Good luck 

5 t5 m5 bye 

 

4.3. Test Conversion 

Five different test conversions are observed in Table 1. We use Table 1 test conversion 

to postponed messages during user inactive time and receive them on user active time to 

generate different group chat traffic pattern. The results of different group traffic pattern 

is observed in Table2. Table 2 shows traffic pattern },,,,{ 54321 tttttt pppppP  are 

different from each other. Table 2. group chat traffic pattern details given below. 
 

Group chat traffic pattern  

Pattern 
1tp . User has status 1  at time 1t . So total message generated and received is 

}{ 1mM   

Pattern 2tp  . User has status 0  at time 1t . Total postponed m e s s a g e  is 

}{ 1mM  .When user active at time t2. Total received messages are }{ 21 mmM   
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Table 2. Group Chat Traffic Patterns 

Pattern 

No. 

user active 

1  

user inactive 

0  
postponed 

Messages 
Messages Size 

pt1 t1 N/A m1 3 byte 

pt2 t2 t 1 m1+m2 26 byte 

pt3 t3 t 1,t2 m1+m2+m3 52 byte 

pt4 t4 t 1,t2,t3 m1+m2+m3+m4 61 byte 

pt5 t5 t 1,t2,t3,t4 m1,m2,m3,m4,m5 65 byte 

 

Pattern 3tp  . User has status 0  at time 21, tt . The postponed m e s s a g e s  are 

}{ 21 mmM  . When user active at time t3. Total received messages are 

}{ 321 mmmM  . 

Pattern 
4tp .User has status 0  at time 321 ,, ttt . The postponed messages are 

}{ 321 mmmM  . When user active at time t4. Total received messages 

are }{ 4321 mmmmM  . 

Pattern 5tp . User has status 0  at time 4321 ,,, tttt . The postponed messages are 

}{ 4321 mmmmM  . When user active at time t5. Total received messages are 

}{ 54321 mmmmmM  . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. The Following Flow Diagram and Steps Describe Proposed Energy 
Efficient Group Chat Messages Sending and Receiving Scenario 

4.4. Group Chat Messages Send and Receive Work Flow  

To better understand the processes in Figure 6. We present work flow in Figure 7, by 

describing energy efficient group chat messages by send and receive. The energy efficient 

group chat flow details are described below: 

1. To start group chat IM user choose from 3 options to prefer 3G cellular or WiFi to join 

the group chat. 
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2. Group Chat server is responsible for enabling (user active) and disables (user inactive) 

sending group chat messages by identify each IM user identity in group chat. 

3. User 1 has chosen option 1 prefer to switch between 3G cellular or WiFi network to 

start a group chat. User 1 is active in group chat. At this point, the user is ready to 

participate. The user 1 sends message to the group chat. 

4. User 2,3 and 4 have chosen option 2 to prefer WiFi only. User 2,3 and 4 has inactive in 

group chat. This point user 2, 3 and 4 disables to receive any messages (personal 

message) from group chat. 

5. User 5,6 have chosen option 1 prefer to switch between 3G cellular or WiFi to start a 

group chat. User 5,6 are active in group chat. At this point, the User 5 and 6 has received 

group chat message sent by User 1. 

6. User 2,3 and 4 have changed inactive status to active in group chat. This point user 2,3 

and 4 are enabled to receive group chat message (personal  message) sent by User 1. 

7. User 7 has chosen option 3 prefer to receive chat messages history from chat server. 

 

5. Evaluation 

We evaluate the proposed energy efficient group chat for instant messenger. We first 

describe the measurement tool and test environment setup. Finally, results about a cost of 

energy efficient group chat. We evaluate using test Android Push Notification [36] 

androidpn (an open source code project used for messaging). Androidpn assumed as an 

instant messenger chat server and used to send messages to smartphone. 

 

5.1. Measurement Tool 

We recorded test group chat messages energy consumption by Monsoon meter [20] 

and network traffic by tcpdump in Samsung I9300 Galaxy S  III smartphone. Figure 8 

shows a Dell desktop computer used to log power monitor traces console. Monsoon meter 

supplies a stable 4.2 voltage to the smartphone and tcpdump ran on a smartphone to 

capture network traffic. We conducted a test on 3G cellular internet service from CMCC 

(China mobile Communication Corporation) cellular network data connection and setting 

a WiFi access point in Dell desktop computer in our computer laboratory LAN to access 

WiFi internet service in Samsung I9300 Galaxy S III smartphone. To limit others 

application network traffic”ES Task Manager (Task Killer)” app was used to kill 

additional apps running in a smartphone. 

 

5.2. Test Environment Setup 

The five test conversion messages from Table 1 sent to smartphone by Android Push 

Notification (Androidpn). Androidpn acts as a group chat server to send messages to a 

smartphone. Figure 9 shows a test conversion messages receive by smartphone. Android 

Push Notification is an open source code project that pushes messages notification which 

supports android. It supports XMPP (Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol) the 

most famous instant messenger protocol used by Gtalk, Facebook chat etc., The 

androidpn supports XMPP protocol which support asynchronous bidirectional messages 

sent and received between smartphone and server. It means not only server sends 

messages to the smartphone, but a smartphone can also send messages back to the server. 

Monsoon meter and tcpdump tool were used to metered results on a smartphone. 
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Figure 8. Experimental Setup to Measure Network Traffic and Power 
Measurement 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 9. Test Conversion Messages to Smartphone 

5.3. Energy Saving Cost of Group Chat 

The energy cost to network preferences and user state awareness traffic pattern are as 

follows. 

Results Table 3 shows energy consumption results of network preferences 1 to 3. Total 5 

message conversations refer to Table 1 postponed at 5 possible different traffic patterns from 

Table 2. On selection of user preference 1 }{ 1pP  = 176 mA in pattern 1 , },{ 21 ppP  = 

200 mA in pattern 2, },,{ 321 pppP  = 107 mA in pattern 3, },,,{ 4321 ppppP  = 111 

mA in pattern 4 and },,,,{ 54321 pppppP  = 84.7 mA in pattern 5. Results in preference 2 

WiFi  are }{ 1pP  = 89 mA in 1 , },{ 21 ppP  = 99 mA in 2, },,{ 321 pppP  = 84 mA 

in 3, },,,{ 4321 ppppP  = 82 mA in pattern 4 and },,,,{ 54321 pppppP  = 77 mA in 

pattern 5. Results in preference 3 WiFi  },,,,{ 54321 pppppP  = 77 mA and preference  3 3G 

},,,,{ 54321 pppppP  = 84.7. The preference 2 to receive group chat has the lowest energy 

consumption. The lowest postponed messages are referred to pattern 1 is not applicable to 

preferences 1 and 2. Preference 3 WiFi and 3G cellular are applicable to pattern 5 only and user 

can retrieve message history within 7 days expiry. Pattern 2 has the highest energy consumption 

compare with pattern 1, 3, 4 and 5. In pattern 5, IM user is inactive for longest time interval. 

The highest postponed messages are refer to pattern 1 and obviously highest energy saving 

from any other network preference.  The results to initiate group chat by network 

preference traffic pattern energy saving between 13.7% to 32% for 3G cellular and between 

21% to 27% for WiFi, users. 
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Table 3. Energy Consumption Results of Network Preferences and User 
Status Awareness Traffic Pattern  

 

Based on the results above, we use the correlation relationship between energy saving 

cost of network preference and postponed message in user status awareness traffic pattern. 

Correlation is a mathematical model to recognize how variables M and øP influence each 

other. The variable M denotes  65,61,52,26,3||M  postponed messages in traffic pattern 

1 11 mpt   3 bytes, pattern 2 212 mmpt    26 bytes, pattern 3 
3213 mmmpt   52 

bytes, 
43214 mmmmpt   61 bytes and 

543215 mmmmmpt   65 bytes. 

The variable øP denotes energy cost to network preferences. In 3G cellular 

 7.84,111,107,200,176||P  and WiFi  network  77,82,84,99,89||P . The correlation 

defined as in equation 1. 

)()(

),(
),(

PVarMVar

PMCov
PM




                                                                                                (1) 

PPMMPM SSSr  /                                                                                                                 (2) 

The sample correlation coefficient r between two samples Mi and øPj is defined as in 

equation 2. 
 

To find correlation relationship between (Mi) and (øPj).  

 

First, we find correlation relationship denoted by r1 in (Mi) and (øPi) in 3G cellular. 

 65,61,52,26,3||M  

 7.84,111,107,200,176||P  

86.0r  

Second, we find correlation relationship denote r2 in (Mi ) and (øPi ) in WiFi network 

 65,61,52,26,3||M  

 77,82,84,99,89||P  

77.0r  

Preferences Pattern 1  Pattern 2  Pattern 3  Pattern 4 Pattern  5 

Messages 

M=m1 M=m1+m2 

M=m1+m2

+m3 

M=m1+m2

+ 

m3+m4 

M=m1+m2+m3 

+m4+m5 

Preference 1 

3G cellular  176 mA 200 mA 107 mA 111 mA 84.7 mA 

Preference 2 

WiFi  89  mA 99 mA 84 mA 82 mA 77 mA 

Preference 3 

Wi-Fi  N/A N/A N/A N/A 77 mA 

 3G cellular N/A N/A N/A N/A 84.7 mA 
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Correlation analysis results in r1 = -0.86 and r2 = -0.77 both have a negative 

relationship between energy saving cost of network preference and postponed message in 

user status awareness traffic pattern. The r1 represent a relationship between energy 

saving cost of network preference and postponed message in 3G cellular and r2 represent 

a relationship between energy saving cost of network preference and postponed message 

in WiFi network. In summary, as an increase in traffic pattern postponed messages 

decrease in energy cost to network preferences in a smartphone.  Hence, network 

preferences and postponed messages dependent on user state awareness traffic pattern in a 

group to save a lot of joules. 

 

6. Conclusion and Future Work  

When the traffic is direct without user interaction running in background traffic in 3G 

cellular or WiFi network can result in energy wastage in a smartphone. We analyse group 

chat traffic pattern and network data usage collected from 36 IM QQ and WeChat users. It 

reveals current IM WeChat and QQ apps IM users cannot set network preferences such as 

3G and WiFi network and traffic pattern is not based on user status awareness in group 

chat. We find IM app group chat for a large volume of group chat messages in 

background traffic overheads on smartphone energy consumption. Recently, many 

researchers proposed bundled, batched and aggregate data transmission techniques to 

overcome undisciplined data transmission energy wastage. Our proposed IM network 

preference (3G cellular or WiFi) and traffic pattern dependent on user status awareness in 

IM group chat, metering this technique to proposed energy efficient group chat energy 

consumption results show significant improvements in saving energy. 

Future work can be extended to studying multimedia message sharing, which appears 

interesting in energy consumption prospective. Multimedia messages (images, web links, 

video and audio) consume much more energy compare to text messages due to their data 

size. Sharing multimedia messages to buddy list recipients is dependent on action of the 

IM app user. Studying the IM app user sharing behavior can reveal impact on energy 

consumption on smartphone.  
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